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Enter the big, beautiful universe of crafting with felt, with this irresistible collection featuring a

super-cute Asian-inspired aesthetic.Â  Twelve &#147;setsâ€• include more than 70 projects, from

fruits and a felt knife for &#147;slicingâ€• them to a show-stopping birthday cake with decorations

and detachable candles. Hundreds of photos and full-size templates make the crafting easy. With

so much imagination-generating power, this book will appeal to everyone!Â 
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It's AMAZINGLY cute and the projects look so wonderful and the book makes it all look very easy. I

will say, however, that it doesn't get too into detail about how to do a lot of the things they're telling

you to do in the book so I can imagine some beginners getting frustrated or feeling a little lost as to

how to do certain things. If you know how to sew by hand and have some experience with things

like this, you'll likely love it. I was VERY excited to get started when I received this book and was

looking at everything in it. I want to make almost everything. So far, I've made one slice of cake and

a kiwi slice to go on top of it and I must say, I had a lot of frustrating moments. The pattern, at least

for those two items, was not perfect... the cardboard form for the slice of cake BARELY fit into the

outer felt shell and the whipped cream pieces on the top at the edges of the cake were more difficult

to sew together than I anticipated... I guess it's kind of hard to explain the things that I found

frustrating when making it all. I've been sewing things out of felt for months and by the looks of the

projects, I thought it would be a breeze. I just wish they had given more detail about little things here

and there that proved to be challenging. I can't understand why some pieces of felt that I cut out

exactly as the pattern indicated ended up being too small once I was halfway through sewing them



together. The kiwi slice, for example. I had to improvise when sewing the two faces of it to the thin

side piece as the side piece turned out to be over half an inch shorter than it was supposed to be to

complete the piece! I was so annoyed. I had to add another piece to it and thus had a seam at both

corners of the slice which was fine but not how the book was supposedly instructing you to make it.
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